Title: MULTIPLE-COMPONENT MAGNETIC MAT

Abstract: A multi-component floor mat that, in one embodiment, is comprised of a first base or frame portion, intended to be positioned on the floor, that is dimensioned to accommodate a second flexible textile mat or rug portion that is releasably held in place on or in said base or frame portion by a plurality of magnets associated with one or both portions, thereby allowing for the easy removal or replacement of the textile portion of the mat and the economical laundering of same.
MULTIPLE-COMPONENT MAGNETIC MAT

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS


TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a floor mat made of separable components. More specifically, the invention relates to a multi-component floor mat that, in one embodiment, is comprised of a first base or frame portion that is dimensioned to accommodate a second flexible textile mat or rug portion that is releasably held in place on or in said base or frame portion by a plurality of magnets associated with one or both portions.

BACKGROUND

Dust-control mats, typically used in or near entrances in retail and industrial buildings, offices, and residences, can be classified into two types, according to their essential construction: a unitary mat and a separable mat. Mats of both types are commonly used in industrial laundry businesses that rent the mats to customers for a period of time and then recover, wash, regenerate and re-rent the mat, to the same or to a different customer.

In the case of unitary mats, the base or floor portion and the textile mat portion are constructed as a unitary, inseparable structure. When such mats are used in the industrial laundry business, both portions of the mat – including the base portion (typically made of a relatively thick layer of rubber or similar material) – must be recovered, transported to and from the customer location, washed and regenerated, even though it is likely that only the textile portion requires laudering. Having to include the relatively heavy base or floor portion of the mat in these various operations causes significant and needless inefficiencies due to the additional weight and bulk contributed by the base or floor portion, including the considerable energy costs associated with transporting and washing such mats.
In order to reduce these inefficiencies, and to provide additional flexibility and variety in the choice of the textile portion of the mat, separable mats have been developed. These mats typically are comprised of a base portion and a separate, removable textile portion that is adapted for fitting in or on the base portion. The heavier, bulkier base portion can then remain in place, while the lighter, less bulky textile portion can be removed or exchanged for laundering or, for example, for the purpose of changing the appearance of the mat as an interior design element in a customer's building. Because only the relatively lightweight, compact textile portion need be serviced, industrial launderers can achieve significant economies during the collecting, laundering, and re-distributing processes that such laundries routinely undertake during the lifetime of the textile portion of the mat, and substantial cost savings can be realized if the relatively heavy and bulky base portion can be left in place.

The concept on which such separable mats are based is that the base portion, being made of rubber or the like, can remain in place on a semi-permanent basis once it is placed in the desired location. Thereafter, the textile portion of the mat can be replaced or exchanged as housekeeping or interior design needs arise. Accordingly, in addition to a reduction in the inefficiencies referred to above, an interchangeable system of mats can be produced to meet a variety of user needs and specifications, making it possible to offer a wide variety of mats at relatively modest cost, and allowing for easy replacement or substitution of the textile portion of the mat.

The separable mat, however, requires some mechanism to provide secure and reliable attachment between the base portion and the textile portion. If such mechanism is ineffective, the textile portion of the separable mat can exhibit turned-up edges, ripples, and/or mis-alignment with the base portion, all of which can result in conditions that are both unsightly (due to mat misalignment, curling, or the like) and unsafe (due to the tripping hazard presented by such turned-up edges, ripples, or other surface irregularities). Additionally, such mats provide impaired ability to remove soil, moisture, or debris from shoes, thereby adversely affecting the essential functionality of the mat.

In order to assure adequate and dependable attachment between the base portion and the textile portion of such mats, and thereby eliminate unsightliness as well as a principal cause of tripping, several methods for detachably securing the base portion to the textile portion
have been developed. These methods include, among others, (1) use of a face fastener; (2) use of combination of rough surfaces; (3) use of a mechanical fastening device; (4) use of a chemical adhesion agent; and (5) use of a magnetic material.

One physical and partial adhesion mechanism based upon a hook-and-loop fastener has generally been used as disclosed in, for example, Japanese Patent Publication No. 7450/1984. Described in detail, a female loop portion of the fastener is installed on the back surface of the textile portion of the mat, while a male hook portion of the fastener is installed on the upper surface of the base. Typically, when used with mats that are generally square or rectangular in shape, such fasteners are installed in the corners and along the sides of the mat. However, such placement is unable to avoid wrinkling, which can develop when non-adhered portions of the sides are contacted by the foot traffic. Such wrinkling, and the resulting tripping hazard it presents, can have a dramatic, adverse effect on the safety and appearance of the mat. When the face fastener is used along the entire side of the mat, or substantially so, the mat may become undulated after repetitive washing due to a difference in the shrinkage between the mat fabric and the fastener portion. Regardless of the positioning of the fastener, such fasteners tend to add undesirable thickness and bulk to the mat, thereby causing lumps, depressions, or other surface irregularities in the mat and, where the mat is used near a door with minimal floor clearance, interference with the smooth operation of the door. It has also been observed that such fasteners tend to lose their binding effectiveness, i.e., their adhesion strength, with repeated launderings. In addition, from the standpoint of manufacturing steps, the face fastener must be stitched after the fabric is prepared, thereby increasing the manufacturing cost.

In the case of an attachment mechanism using rough surfaces or a mechanical fastening device, a shape must be formed on the back surface of the fabric that inevitably results in an increase in cost and weight. Moreover, such mechanisms are associated with other shortcomings: an effective adhesive force is difficult to obtain in the vertical direction, the roughened portions themselves become worn out through repetitive laundering of the fabric, and the fabric on the surface tends to deteriorate (wear out), causing the life of the mat to be shortened.

In the case of an attachment mechanism using a releasable adhesive material, the adhesive force decreases upon the infiltration of rain, sand and the like, making it difficult to maintain reliable and effective attachment between the mat portions under all weather conditions.
In contrast with the above-mentioned adhesion methods, the adhesion using magnetic materials maintains an adhesive force favorably and stably against changes in an external environment and varies little even after repeated laundering.


As used herein, the term "magnetically active" shall be used to refer to a material that is or that forms a magnet, i.e., it generates a magnetic field. The term "magnetically passive" shall be used to refer to a material that is attracted to a magnet but that cannot, of itself, generate a magnetic field. The term "magnetically interactive" shall refer to a material that is either magnetically active or magnetically passive. The term "magnetically complementary" shall be used to describe magnetically interactive materials that, when brought into close physical proximity, generate or establish an attractive force between the materials. Pairs of magnetically complementary materials include a magnet and a ferrous material (e.g., iron) or, alternatively, a first magnet and a second magnet having a pole orientation that causes it to be attracted to the first magnet.

When using magnetic forces to releasably attach separable mat components, it is important that the textile or removable portion be securely fastened to the base or floor portion. To achieve this result, it is generally understood that the adhesion surface preferably should be smooth and the gap between the opposing magnetically interactive materials in the respective mat portions preferably should be as small as possible, so as to maximize the strength of the attractive forces generated by the magnet(s). In the case of a mat on which pile yarns are implanted, however, it is difficult to completely avoid the unevenness caused by the stitching of pile yarns on the primary backing layer associated with the back surface of the fabric. When an ordinary magnetic material is used, therefore, it is in many cases difficult to establish a sufficiently strong and uniform attachment.
The above-mentioned problem can be solved to some extent by using magnetically active materials that generate a strong magnetic force. In rental mats, however, it is difficult to employ a magnetic material having a particularly strong magnetic force from the standpoint of cost and weight. In addition, when the mat is adhered using a magnetically active material having a particularly strong magnetic force, it becomes difficult to maintain uniformity of adhesion. Moreover, once the mat becomes wrinkled, the strong magnetic forces then tend to oppose any subsequent smoothing action intended to remove the wrinkles.

Because of such circumstances, magnetic force has not yet been practically utilized for fixing the mat to the base though many proposals have been made regarding the use of magnetic force.

SUMMARY

The object of the present invention therefore is to provide a separable mat having an attachment mechanism that is free from the problems associated with the attachment mechanisms discussed above. By use of the magnetic attachment mechanism discussed herein, the fabric portion of the separable mat may be readily removed for washing or replacing. The fabric portion is unburdened by heavy, bulky, or inflexible features or devices that would interfere with the smooth surface of the mat when in place, and that would contribute to excessive bulk or weight. Importantly, the strength of the attachment between the fabric and base portions of the separable mat is strong and is stable with respect to environmental conditions (e.g., rain, sunlight, dust, etc.).

According to one embodiment as will be described herein, there is provided a separable mat comprising a textile component and a base component having a substantially flat surface for supporting the textile component. The textile component has a primary backing substrate, in which textile yarns are implanted or to which yarns are otherwise attached, and may include a magnetically active or (generally preferred) magnetically passive composition or structure applied to or made a part of the backing substrate or some other element comprising the textile component.

Accordingly, the magnetically interactive composition or structure applied to or made a part of the primary backing substrate (or other part) of the textile portion of the separable mat can
be either magnetically active (e.g., magnetic particles or thin magnets in the form of disks or small plates or sheet segments) or magnetically passive (i.e., a material that is attracted to a magnet, such as iron particles or disks or small plates or sheet segments comprised of a material that is attracted to a magnet). Alternately, the textile component may include additional backing substrates or layers, one or more adhesive layers, or other structural elements to which magnetically interactive structures such as individual segments of flexible magnetic sheeting, individual ceramic magnets, magnetic particles, or other kinds or forms of magnetically active materials, or, alternatively, magnetically passive structures comprised of particles, sheets, plates, coatings, or the like comprised of materials that are attracted to magnets. It is contemplated that any such magnetically active or passive structures may be secured to or with the textile portion of the separable mat by encapsulation, by being placed into secure pockets formed in the mat, or by other suitable means.

In either case, the location of the magnetically interactive material in the textile portion of the separable mat should correspond to locations of magnetically complementary materials on the base portion of the separable mat, so that the magnetically interactive materials in the textile portion and corresponding magnetically complementary areas on the base portion are in substantial alignment when the textile portion is properly installed on the base portion. It is contemplated that, in order to maximize the versatility and placement flexibility of such separable mats, the base portion could contain a sheet of magnetically interactive material, preferably a magnetically active material, that provides a suitable magnetically complementary surface across the entire surface of the base with which the textile portion comes into contact when properly installed in the base portion. This would allow the same base to be used with textile portions having different arrangements or configurations of magnetically interactive structures, without regard to where the magnetically interactive structures are positioned on the textile portion of the separable mat.

Variations contemplated include multiple textile portions being attached to a single base portion, and variations in the number of magnetically interactive structures and their location, configuration, and means or nature of attachment to the mat, including variations as to the specific layer or portion of the separable mat to which they are attached, as will be discussed in more detail hereinbelow. The mat component may be dyed or printed to meet user specifications, and the base component may also be colored if so desired.
The separable mat described herein uses magnetic force to maintain secure attachment between the removable textile portion of the mat and the normally stationary base portion of the mat, an attachment mechanism that has been found to be generally immune to many of the physical and environmental demands – rain, dust, dirt, repeated launderings, folding, rough or penetrating shoe heels or soles, etc. Unlike the approach used by others, the magnetically interactive structures described herein are not in the form of continuous, full size sheets, but rather in the form of discrete elements that are strategically placed around the edges of the textile portion of the mat, or elsewhere, as desired. By avoiding the use of continuous, full size sheets of magnetically interactive material, particularly in the textile portion of the mat, considerable savings can be achieved in terms of weight, bulk, fabrication costs, ease of laundering, etc.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

Figures 1 through 7 depict various embodiments of the textile portion of a separable mat constructed in accordance with the teachings herein. In these and other Figures, features carrying the same call-out number may be of the same or similar construction and/or composition, but need not be.

Figures 8 through 11 depict alternative magnetically interactive structures applicable to the teachings herein.

Figures 12 through 16 depict various embodiments of base portions of separable mats constructed in accordance with the teachings herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The separable mat of the present disclosure comprises a textile portion having yarns attached thereto and to which a magnetically interactive material has been affixed, and a complementary base portion that is dimensioned and configured to accommodate the textile portion and thereby form a complete mat structure. Magnetically complementary materials in the base portion, located or configured in a way that facilitates interaction with the magnetically interactive materials associated with the textile portion, serve to provide a releasable attachment mechanism to secure the textile portion to the base portion when the mat is in use.
Some contemplated variations of this concept are discussed below.

Variations in aspects of separable mat construction include those constructions set forth in Figures 1 through 16. Figure 1 shows one example of a textile portion of a separable mat constructed in accordance with the teachings herein. Fabric 5, which can be comprised of yarns of nylon, polyester, acetate, polypropylene, cotton, wool, acrylic, or other suitable material, or combinations thereof, is attached (e.g., by stitching, tufting, etc.) to a primary backing 10 that can be comprised of a knit, woven, or non-woven structure of nylon, polyester, acetate, polypropylene, acrylic, cotton, wool, or a combination thereof, although the use of nylon or polyester knit fabric is preferred. The textile fabric 5 and the primary backing 10, collectively referred to as the fabric/backing structure and indicated at 15, are then affixed to an adhesive layer 25 comprised of rubber, urethane, polypropylene, polyethylene, nylon, polyester, acetate, acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene, polyvinyl chloride, and other thermoplastic elastomers or thermoset plastics, or combinations thereof. Hereinafter, this combined structure, indicated at 30 in Figures 2 through 7, shall be referred to as the "fabric/adhesive composite structure." Effectively encapsulated between the primary backing 15 and adhesive layer 25 is an array of individual magnetically interactive structures 20 (which can be comprised of magnetically active or magnetically passive materials), configured in the form of a border positioned somewhat inboard from the edge of the textile portion and located immediately under the fabric/adhesive composite structure. Although inboard positions from about 2 millimeters to about 5 or 10 millimeters are generally preferred, inboard positions from about 1 millimeter to about 50 millimeters from the edge may be used, with relative positions outside these ranges perhaps being appropriate for certain textile portion constructions, base portion constructions, or end-use environments.

In Figure 2, the fabric/adhesive composite structure 30, with similarly configured magnetically interactive structures 20, is attached to a second adhesive layer 35 so as to effectively encapsulate the magnetically interactive structures 20 arranged around the perimeter of the underside of the fabric/adhesive composite structure 30. The second adhesive layer 35 is configured generally in the form of the arrangement selected for the magnetically interactive structures 20 (e.g., as shown, the magnetically interactive structures 20 are arranged in a configuration that forms a border, slightly inboard of the outside edge of the fabric/adhesive composite structure 30, and the second adhesive layer 35 is configured
as a corresponding frame-like rectangle corresponding to that configuration). This second adhesive layer 35 effectively encapsulates or otherwise immobilizes the magnetically interactive structures on the underside of the fabric/adhesive composite structure.

In Figure 3, the fabric/adhesive composite structure 30 of Figure 2, with similarly configured magnetically interactive structures 20, is combined with a full size secondary backing 40, which may be constructed from among the same group of materials, and from among the same method of construction as was discussed in connection with the primary backing 10 described in Figure 1. This secondary backing fabric or scrim 40 effectively encapsulates the magnetically interactive structures 20 (which, as before, can be comprised of magnetically active or magnetically passive materials), and is shown extending the length and width of the fabric/adhesive composite structure 30.

In the structure shown in Figure 4, the fabric/composite structure 30 of Figure 2 is augmented by a secondary backing layer 40, which may be constructed from among the same group of materials, and from among the same methods of construction as was discussed in connection with the primary backing 10 described in Figure 1. Secondary backing 40 is shown completely covering the adhesive surface of the fabric/composite structure 30, i.e., it extends substantially for the entire length and width of the textile portion of the mat. As shown, below this secondary backing layer 40 are arranged a plurality of magnetically interactive active structures 20. In this configuration, however, the magnetically active structures are held in place by a secondary adhesive layer 35, positioned below the secondary first backing layer 40 and dimensioned to cover entirely the secondary backing layer, that effectively encapsulates magnetically interactive structures 20.

The structure shown in Figure 5 is similar to the structure of Figure 4, except that a full size tertiary backing layer 45 is substituted for the secondary adhesive layer 35, and the contiguous, full size secondary and tertiary backing layers 40, 45 serve to "sandwich" the magnetically interactive structures 20 along the perimeter of the textile portion of the separable mat.

The structure in Figure 6 also employs a full size secondary backing layer 40, but the tertiary backing layer 45, as well as the intervening second adhesive layer 35, are configured to conform to the arrangement of the magnetically interactive structures 20, as described in
connection with Figure 2. Accordingly, layers 35 and 45 are shown in a border or frame-like configuration.

The structure shown in Figure 7 is analogous to that shown in Figure 6, except that the secondary adhesive layer 35 and the tertiary backing layer 45 are full-sized, i.e., they extend the length and width of the textile portion. This structure, as well as those shown in Figures 1, 3, 4, and 5 accommodates placement of magnetically interactive structures throughout the plane of the textile portion, i.e., in areas apart from the edge of the textile portion, and thereby allows a greater degree of flexibility in the placement of the magnetically interactive structures associated with the textile portion of the separable mat.

For example, the structures may be placed in a border-like configuration, but, to ensure that ripples do not develop in any areas of the mat, additional magnetically active structures may be positioned in various locations in or near the central areas of the textile portion, either singly or as part of a small group (perhaps arranged in a rectangular or circular array), or as part of a larger overall design, such as a pair of intersecting lines extending along the principal diagonals of the carpet mat, thereby forming an "X" pattern. Other configurations, such as ovals, circles, etc., arranged singly or in nested groups, are also contemplated. However, configurations that assure secure attachment of the carpet portion to the base portion along edges and at corners are preferred. Several such configurations are depicted, as examples only, in Figures 8 through 12. In these drawings, features indicated by dashed lines, by shading, and identified with letters are intended as independently optional configurations.

Spacing between adjacent individual magnetically interactive structures is significant to the extent that rippling and unintended detachment of the textile portion of the mat from the base portion of the mat is to be avoided. Accordingly, close spacing of the individual magnetically interactive structures, resulting in relatively small gaps, is recommended. As an example only, it is foreseen that spacings within the range of from about 1 millimeter to about 10 centimeters, and preferably within the range of from about 2 to about 10 to 15 millimeters, may be used, although spacings (uniform or non-uniform) anywhere within these ranges, and perhaps somewhat outside such ranges, may be found to be acceptable or even preferred in some applications. For example, it is contemplated that the individual magnetically interactive structures may be arranged in a contiguous configuration, thereby having substantially no spacing between adjacent structures, as depicted in Figure 10. It is
also contemplated that, where such contiguous configuration is desired, continuous strips of magnetically interactive material can be used rather than contiguously spaced individual elements, as indicated at 23 in Figure 12.

Alternatively, variations from the structures described above are contemplated. For example, the magnetically interactive structures, particularly the magnetically active structures, may be affixed to the textile portion of the separable mat through the use of pockets formed, for example, in the backing material. This would allow for the magnetically active structures to be removed from the textile substrate prior to laundering.

Figures 13 through 16 depict various base portion configurations that can be considered for use with the magnetically interactive textile portions discussed above. The base portion is preferably of a shape that complements the shape of the textile component (or components) that are to be used with it. Accordingly, it is typically rectangular. In any case, its edges typically extend laterally beyond the edges of the textile portion of the mat and, in one embodiment, form a recess into which the textile portion of the mat may more-or-less precisely fit, as shown at 68 in Figure 14. The base portion may have a lip portion around its perimeter, as shown at 78 in Figure 16, to capture dirt or water from users’ footwear. Alternatively, the base component may be substantially flat across its surface for use in areas where low clearance is needed, as depicted in Figure 13. In yet another embodiment, the base portion may contain a plurality of recesses or planar areas, depicted at 72 in Figure 15, into which a corresponding number of individual textile components may be respectively secured using one or more arrays or configurations of individual magnetically interactive structures as described herein.

The magnetically interactive structures discussed above are intended to be configured in complementary pairs, so that one structure on the textile portion of the mat is positioned directly adjacent to a magnetically complementary structure positioned on the base portion of the mat. One such structure must be magnetically active (i.e., a magnetic field generator); the magnetically complementary structure may be either magnetically active (but of the proper magnetic polarity so as to generate a net attractive, rather than a repulsive, force) or may be merely magnetically passive (e.g., an iron plate, encapsulated iron dust, etc.). The choice as to which type of structure (i.e., magnetically active or passive) to position in which mat portion (textile or base) depends upon several factors, including the availability of suitably thin, lightweight magnetically active materials.
Generally, it is expected that placement of the heavier, bulkier magnetically interactive structures (which are usually magnetically active structures) in the base will be advantageous, thereby maximizing the advantages of using magnetically interactive structures that are likely to be relatively small, lightweight, flexible, and discrete (which are usually magnetically passive structures) in the removable textile portion of the separable mat. By so doing, it is expected that the textile portion of the mat can remain relatively lightweight and flexible, and will present no special laundering problems (such as magnets being attracted to the laundering equipment drums or the magnets dislodging themselves from the textile portion of the mat during the laundering process). However, the choice as to whether to include magnetically active structures in the textile portion of the mat, either instead of or in addition to placement of magnetically active structures in the base portion of the separable mat, may be dictated by the demands of the application – if, for example, the textile portion of the mat was going to be subjected to high lateral forces, the appropriate choice might be to use magnetically active structures in both the textile portion and the base portion of the mat, to assure the security of the attachment.
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CLAIMS

1. A separable floor mat comprising a base component and a plurality of mat components, wherein said mat components include a magnetic constituent and said base component includes a magnetic constituent such that said mat component and said base component are magnetically complimentary, wherein said mat component further comprises a backing substrate and mat piles implanted in said backing substrate.

2. The floor mat of Claim 1, wherein each of said mat components includes at least one magnetically active component adhered to the backing substrate, said magnetically active component being selected from the group consisting of magnetic particles, magnetic disks, and magnetic sheets, and wherein said base component includes a magnetically inactive component.

3. The floor mat of Claim 1, wherein each of said mat components includes a magnetically inactive component and wherein said base component includes at least one magnetically active component adhered to the backing substrate, said magnetically active component being selected from the group consisting of magnetic particles, magnetic disks, and magnetic sheets.

4. The floor mat of Claim 2, wherein each of said mat components includes a magnetic film adhered to the backing substrate and wherein said base component includes magnetic particles incorporated therein.

5. The floor mat of Claim 4, wherein an adhesive layer is positioned between the magnetic film that is adhered to the backing substrate and said base component that includes magnetic particles incorporated therein.

6. The floor mat of Claim 1, wherein each of said mat components includes a magnetically active component adhered to the backing substrate and wherein said base component includes a magnetically active component.
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